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GENERALISED DIVISOR SUMS OF BINARY FORMS OVER NUMBER
FIELDS
CHRISTOPHER FREI AND EFTHYMIOS SOFOS
Abstract. Estimating averages of Dirichlet convolutions 1˚χ, for some real Dirichlet char-
acter χ of fixed modulus, over the sparse set of values of binary forms defined over Z has
been the focus of extensive investigations in recent years, with spectacular applications to
Manin’s conjecture for Chaˆtelet surfaces. We introduce a far-reaching generalization of this
problem, in particular replacing χ by Jacobi symbols with both arguments having varying
size, possibly tending to infinity. The main results of this paper provide asymptotic estimates
and lower bounds of the expected order of magnitude for the corresponding averages. All of
this is performed over arbitrary number fields by adapting a technique of Daniel specific to
1 ˚ 1. This is the first time that divisor sums over values of binary forms are asymptotically
evaluated over any number field other than Q. Our work is a key step in the proof, given
in subsequent work, of the lower bound predicted by Manin’s conjecture for all del Pezzo
surfaces over all number fields, under mild assumptions on the Picard number.
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1. Introduction
Our aim in this paper is to study averages of arithmetic functions that generalise the divisor
function over values of binary forms, defined over arbitrary number fields.
1.1. Divisor sums. Estimating averages of arithmetic functions is among the primary ob-
jects of analytic number theory and its applications to surrounding areas. Owing to their
connection with L-functions, two of the most studied examples are the divisor and the repre-
sentation function of sums of two integer squares, respectively given by
τpnq :“
ÿ
dPN
d|n
1 and rpnq :“ 4
ÿ
dPN
d odd
d|n
ˆ´1
d
˙
,
where p´1¨ q denotes the Jacobi symbol, see for example [Tit86, Chapter XII]. It is possible to
obtain level of distribution results, a problem first studied by Selberg and Linnik; research on
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this problem is currently active due to advances in estimating sums of trace functions over
finite fields, see for example [FKM15], where the ternary divisor function is studied.
Asymptotically estimating the average of these functions over the sparse set of values of
general integer polynomials in a single variable is naturally harder. It is only the case of
degree 1 and 2 polynomials that has been settled, see the work of Hooley [Hoo63] and of
Duke, Friedlander and Iwaniec [DFI94]. The closely related problem regarding integer binary
forms was studied later. Let us introduce some notation to help us describe previous work
on this area. For a positive integer n and each 1 ď i ď n, let Fi P Zrs, ts be forms, coprime
in pairs, and for any constants ci P t1,´1u set C “
!
pFi, ciq, i “ 1, . . . , n
)
and
DpC;Xq :“
ÿ
ps,tqPpZXr´X,Xsq2
Fips,tq‰0
nź
i“1
ˆ ÿ
diPN
di odd
di|Fips,tq
ˆ
ci
di
˙˙
, (1.1)
where the restriction to odd di is present only when ci “ ´1. The case of degree 3 was first
studied by Greaves [Gre70], who obtained an asymptotic for DpC;Xq when C “ tpF, 1qu and
F is any irreducible form with degpF q “ 3 via the use of exponential sums.
Extending this result to higher degrees was considered intractable for a long time until the
highly influential work of Daniel [Dan99], who employed geometry of numbers to treat the
case C “ tpF, 1qu for any irreducible form F with degpF q “ 4. Developing this approach to
allow negative ci, Heath-Brown [HB03] later tackled the case where n “ 4, each ci is ´1 and
all forms Fi are linear.
It was subsequently realised that proving asymptotics whenever
řn
i“1 degpFiq “ 4 would
constitute a key step towards the resolution of Manin’s conjecture for Chaˆtelet surfaces over Q.
This is a conjecture in arithmetic geometry and regards counting rational points of bounded
height on Fano varieties defined over arbitrary number fields; it was introduced by Manin
and his collaborators [FMT89] in 1989 and has subsequently given rise to a long standing
research program that still continues. Thus, Browning and de la Brete`che reworked later
the case C “ tpLi,´1q : 1 ď i ď 4u, where each form Li is linear in [dlBB08], the case
C “ tpC,´1q, pL,´1qu, where degpCq “ 3, degpLq “ 1 in [dlBB12], and recently Destagnol
settled the case C “ tpQ,´1q, pL1,´1q, pL2,´1qu with degpQq “ 2, degpLiq “ 1 in [Des16].
In addition, Browning and de la Brete`che treated the case C “ tpQ, 1q, pL1, 1q, pL2, 1qu with
degpQq “ 2, degpLiq “ 1 in [dlBB10]; this investigation formed a significant part in their
proof of Manin’s conjecture for a smooth quartic del Pezzo surface for a first time [dlBB11].
The remaining cases in the divisor sum problem with
řn
i“1 degpFiq “ 4 require a further
development of Daniel’s approach, one that necessitates the use of a generalisation of Hooley’s
delta function [Hoo79]. This was achieved independently by Bru¨dern [Bru¨12] and de la
Brete`che with Tenenbaum [dlBT12], enabling the settling of the cases C “ tpF1,´1qu and
C “ tpF2,´1q, pF3,´1qu, where the forms satisfy degpF1q “ 4 and degpF2q “ degpF3q “ 2
in [dlBT13].
It should be remarked that each work following Daniel came into fruition only for integer
forms Fi fulfilling a list of extra assumptions regarding the small prime divisors and the sign
of the integers Fips, tq as ps, tq ranges through certain regions in R2. It will be crucial for
our work that Daniel’s approach is able of providing a polynomial saving in the error term ifřn
i“1 degpFiq “ 3 but not when
řn
i“1 degpFiq “ 4, while it has never been extended to any
case with
řn
i“1 degpFiq ą 4.
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Lastly, the spectacular work of Matthiesen [Mat12a], [Mat12b] and [Mat13], using tools
from additive combinatorics, tackled all cases where
řn
i“1 degpFiq can be arbitrarily large
under the restriction that each Fi is linear. Naturally, this approach does not yield an explicit
error term.
1.2. Generalised divisor sums. In our forthcoming joint work [FLS16] with Loughran,
we study Manin’s conjecture in dimension 2. As a special corollary we obtain the lower
bound predicted by Manin for all del Pezzo surfaces over all number fields, only under mild
assumptions regarding the Picard number. For del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1 in particular,
tight lower bounds were not known before, not even in special cases. The underlying strategy is
to use algebro-geometric arguments to translate the problem into one of estimating averages
that are a vast generalisation of the ones appearing in (1.1). The success of this strategy
therefore relies heavily on a very general conjecture concerning the growth order of our divisor
sums; its precise statement is recorded in Conjecture 1. In this paper we prove it in all cases
that we need for our applications to Manin’s conjecture, see Theorem 1.1. In the very special
case that the base field is Q, dealing with a del Pezzo surface of degree 1 ď d ď 5 gives birth
to averages of the rough shapeÿ
ps,tqPpZXr´X,Xsq2
Fips,tq‰0
ps,tq”pσ,τq mod q
nź
i“1
hpFips, tqq
ˆ ÿ
diPN
di odd
di|Fips,tq
ˆ
Gips, tq
di
˙˙
, (1.2)
where σ, τ, q are positive integers, h is a “small” arithmetic function, each Fi, Gi is an integer
binary form with degpGiq divisible by 2, all forms Fi irreducible and satisfying
nÿ
i“1
degpFiq “ 8´ d,
which is an integer in the range t3, . . . , 7u. Our assumption on h is that it can be written as
h “ 1 ˚ f , where ˚ denotes the Dirichlet convolution and f is a multiplicative function on N
that satisfies fpmq “ Op 1
m
q for m P N. We shall call a sum as in (1.2) a generalised divisor
sum. This is because Gi are not constants and hence the terms are no more a product of
multiplicative functions on N restricted at values of binary forms. A further new trait lies in
the fact that a level of distribution result is required with respect to the modulus q, such a
result has not appeared previously for divisor sums over values of polynomials or forms. In
particular, we shall be able to handle the case hpnq “ 1 for all n P N, thus our results are a
true generalisation of previous work and not a different problem.
A supplementary aspect of our work is that we estimate asymptotically, for the first time,
divisor sums over values of binary forms in arbitrary number fields, see Theorem 1.2. Thus,
one of the central innovations in our work lies in revealing how to extend Daniel’s approach
to this setting. We shall rely on a lattice point counting theorem of Barroero and Widmer
[BW14], based on the framework of o-minimal structures. It is important to note here that
the essence of Daniel’s approach lies in taking advantage of the, possibly large on average, size
of the first successive minima to produce a sufficiently small error term. Directly adapting
this approach to number fields yields an error term whose order supersedes the main term;
this would preclude the proof of both Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We shall introduce an artifice
that overcomes this difficulty, namely we shall modify Daniel’s method by taking into account
not only the first, but also higher successive minima of the lattice.
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Let us finally state that it is not clear what is the expected growth order for generalised
divisor sums. The roˆle of Conjecture 1 is to provide an answer in terms of various number
fields generated by roots of Fips, 1q. It is important to note that our conjecture will turn out
to be in agreement with the growth order predicted by Manin’s conjecture for surfaces; this
will be revealed in [FLS16].
1.3. Statement of our set-up. Throughout this paper, K will be a number field of degree
m “ rK : Qs, whose ring of integers is denoted by OK . By p and pi we always denote non-zero
prime ideals of OK and vp is the p-adic exponential evaluation.
1.3.1. Systems of binary forms. We consider finite sets of pairs of binary forms
F “
!
pFi, Giq, i “ 1, . . . , n
)
,
where each Fi, Gi P OKrs, ts is such that Fi is irreducible and does not divide Gi in Krs, ts.
Moreover, we assume that all Fi are coprime over K in pairs and that each degpGiq is even.
We next define the rank of F, which will be an invariant of F that will characterize the
growth order in Conjecture 1. If Fi is proportional to t, we denote θi :“ p1, 0q. Otherwise,
letting K be a fixed algebraic closure of K, we set θi P K to be a fixed root of Fipx, 1q, and
θi :“ pθi, 1q. Let Kpθiq be the subfield of K generated by K and the coordinates of θi. We
define the rank of F to be the cardinality
ρpFq :“ 7 1 ď i ď n : Gipθiq P Kpθiqˆ2(,
where, for any field k, we denote the set of its non-zero squares by kˆ2.
1.3.2. The group UK. The terms involving the function h in (1.2) have the roˆle of insignif-
icant modifications. We proceed to introduce them precisely. Letting IK denote the monoid
of non-zero integral ideals of OK , Na be the absolute norm of a P IK and µK the Mo¨bius
function on IK allows us to introduce the set of functions
ZK :“
$&%f : IK Ñ p´1,8q :
f multiplicative,
fppq Îf 1Np for all p,
fpaq “ 0 if µKpaq “ 0
,.- .
For each f P ZK , we subsequently define another function 1f : IK Ñ p0,8q given by
1f paq :“
ź
p|a
p1` fppqq “ p1 ˚ fqpaq.
This then allows us to form the following set of positive multiplicative functions on IK ,
UK :“
 
1f : f P ZK
(
. (1.3)
The growth condition placed on f indicates that 1f behaves on average like a constant func-
tion. Note that for all f P ZK and ε ą 0 we have
1f paq Îf,ε Naε, (1.4)
and moreover, that the set UK forms a group under pointwise multiplication. This will be
used often with the aim of simplifying the exposition, for example via replacing terms like
1f11f2 or 1{1f3 , where fi P ZK , by 1f for some f P ZK .
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1.3.3. F-admissibility. As usual, we shall identify all completions Kv at archimedean places
v with R or C. We shall thus let K8 :“ K bQ R “
ś
v|8Kv, which we identify with R
m via
C – R2. In addition, we shall denote by D a set of the form D “ śv|8 Dv, where Dv Ď K2v
is a compact ball of positive radius. Fixing an integral ideal r P IK , we shall consider r-
primitive points ps, tq P O2K , by which we mean that sOK ` tOK “ r. For an ideal W of OK
divisible by 2r, and a P IK , we define the ideal
a5 :“
ź
p∤W
pvppaq, (1.5)
and for a P OK r t0u, we let a5 :“ paOKq5. Keep in mind that this notion depends on W.
Let σ, τ P OK be such that σOK ` τOK “ r. The symbol P will refer exclusively throughout
this paper to triplets of the form
P “ pD , pσ, τq,Wq,
where D , pσ, τq,W are as above. Given any system of forms F as in §1.3.1, a triplet P and a
parameter X ě 1, we let
M˚pP,Xq :“ tps, tq P r2 XX1{mD : ps, tq ” pσ, τq mod W, sOK ` tOK “ ru
and
M˚pP,8q :“
ď
Xě1
M˚pP,Xq.
We shall say that P is F-admissible if each of the following conditions (1.6)–(1.8) holds:
Fipσ, τq ‰ 0 for all 1 ď i ď n, (1.6)
and whenever ps, tq PM˚pP,8q we have
Fips, tq ‰ 0 for all 1 ď i ď n, (1.7)
as well as ˆ
Gips, tq
Fips, tq5
˙
“ 1 for all 1 ď i ď n. (1.8)
In the last condition, we used the Jacobi symbol for K, which is defined as follows: for a P OK
and a non-zero ideal b “ pe11 ¨ ¨ ¨ pell , with distinct prime ideals pi, none of which lies above 2,
we let ´a
b
¯
:“
lź
i“1
ˆ
a
pi
˙ei
,
where
´
a
p
¯
is the Legendre quadratic residue symbol for K.
1.4. Lower bound conjecture for generalised divisor sums. For any F as in §1.3.1, any
function f P ZK and any triplet P, we define the function r :M˚pP,8q Ñ r0,8q by
rps, tq “ rpF, f,P; s, tq :“
nź
i“1
1f pFips, tq5q
¨˝ ÿ
di|Fips,tq5
ˆ
Gips, tq
di
˙‚˛.
We are now in the position to introduce generalised divisor sums as averages of the form
DpF, f,P;Xq :“
ÿ
ps,tqPM˚pP,Xq
rpF, f,P; s, tq.
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The special case of the following claim corresponding to each Gi being constant and K “ Q
ought to be familiar, at least among experts, but has not yet appeared in text.
Conjecture 1 (Lower bound conjecture for divisor sums). Let K be a number field, fix
r P IK , let f P ZK , and let F be a system of forms as in §1.3.1. Then there exists a finite
set Sbad “ SbadpF, f, rq of prime ideals in OK , such that for all F-admissible triplets P with
W being divisible by each p P Sbad, we have
DpF, f,P;Xq Ï X2 plogXqρpFq , as X Ñ8.
The implicit constant may depend on every parameter except X.
It should be stated that the appearance of Gi, f and P in Conjecture 1, as well as the
consideration of arbitrary number fields, are absolutely necessary for our applications to
Manin’s conjecture in [FLS16]. The presence of the set of bad primes Sbad can be avoided; it
is only included here to minimise the technical details in the present work.
We next supply heuristical evidence supporting that Conjecture 1 does in fact provide
the true order of magnitude of DpF, f,P;Xq. Firstly, there are about X2 summands and
each term 1f pFips, tq5q behaves as a constant on average, since our conditions on F suggest
that the integral ideals Fips, tq5 behave randomly. Secondly, as we shall see in Lemma 3.2, if
the index i contributes towards the rank ρpFq then the Jacobi symbols
´
Gips,tq
di
¯
assume the
value 1, while in the opposite case they take both values 1 and ´1 with equal probability.
Consequently, in the former case the sum over di|Fips, tq5 will resemble the divisor function
in IK , thus contributing a logarithm, while in the latter case it will be approximated by a
constant on average owing to the cancellation of the Jacobi symbols. A subtle point here
is that if one does not impose condition (1.8) then the implied constant in the lower bound
could vanish, so the restriction to admissible triplets is necessary. Furthermore, each work
referenced in §1.1 is in agreement with Conjecture 1 when K “ Q and Gi “ ˘1. Lastly,
the work of de la Brete`che and Browning [dlBB06] can be used to provide a matching upper
bound over Q whenever each Gi is constant.
The main purpose of this paper is to prove Conjecture 1 under a condition regarding only
the complexity of F, which we define by
cpFq :“
ÿ
1ďiďn
GipθiqRKpθiqˆ2
degFi,
but without a restriction on the value of
řn
i“1 degpFiq or the factorisation type of
śn
i“1 Fi.
Theorem 1.1. Conjecture 1 holds for all K, r, f and systems of forms F with cpFq ď 3.
Theorem 1.1 will be reduced to Theorem 1.2, whose statement is given in §1.5.
Remark 1.1. As an immediate consequence of [FLS16, Theorem 1.6], we will see that
Conjecture 1 implies Zariski density of rational points on conic bundle surfaces over num-
ber fields, under the necessary assumption that there is a rational point on a smooth fibre.
This well-known problem is currently open in most cases, see the recent work of Kolla´r and
Mella [KM14].
1.5. Skeleton of the paper and further results. The preliminary parts, §2.1 and §2.2,
respectively, provide general counting results, that are not limited to our applications, for
points of certain lattices and averaging results concerning coefficients of Artin L-functions.
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The reduction of Theorem 1.1 to Theorem 1.2 below will take place in §3, while the proof of
the latter theorem will be given in §4. It provides asymptotics in cases where
řn
i“1 degFi ď 3
and Gipθiq R Kpθiqˆ2 for all i, under some further assumptions.
It is worth following the strategy laid out in our proof of Theorem 1.2 to show that, for
any positive integers σ, τ, d and fixed irreducible binary forms Fi with
řn
i“1 degpFiq ď 3, an
asymptotic estimate with a power saving in terms of X and a polynomial dependence on d
in the error term holds for the analogue of the classical divisor sumsÿ
ps,tqPpZXr´X,Xsq2
Fips,tq‰0
ps,tq”pσ,τq mod d
nź
i“1
ˆ ÿ
diPN
di|Fips,tq
1
˙
over any number field. We refrain from this task in the present work to shorten the exposition.
We proceed by providing the statement of our second theorem. We say that an F-admissible
triplet P “ pD , pσ, τq,Wq is strongly F-admissible, if, in addition, for all 1 ď i ď n and
ps, tq PM˚pP,8q one has
Fipσ, τq ı 0 mod W and vppFips, tqq “ vppFipσ, τqq for all p |W. (1.9)
Theorem 1.2. Let K be a number field, r P IK and f P ZK . Let F be a system of forms with
ρpFq “ 0 and cpFq ď 3. Then there is a non-zero ideal W0 of OK and constants β1, β2 ą 0,
such that the following statement holds.
For every strongly F-admissible triplet P “ pD , pσ, τq,Wq fulfilling W0 | W, there are
β0 ą 0 and a function f0 P ZK , depending only on r, f,F,D ,W, such that for each d P IK
for which the triplet Pd :“ pD , pσ, τq, dWq satisfies
nź
i“1
Fips, tqW` d “ OK for all ps, tq PM˚pPd,8q, (1.10)
the asymptotic ÿ
ps,tqPM˚pPd,Xq
rpF, f,P; s, tq “ β01f0pdq
Nd2
X2 `OpX2´β1Ndβ2q
holds with an implied constant independent of d, σ, τ and X.
This is the first time that any divisor sum over values of binary forms is asymptotically
evaluated over any number field other than Q. Even over Q, both Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are
novel due to the appearance of the forms Gi. Furthermore, the extra condition that ps, tq lies
in a progression, whose modulus is explicitly recorded in the error term, gives rise to a new
level of distribution result, since an asymptotic holds when Nd ď Xβ for all 0 ă β ă β1{β2.
The power saving in the error term of Theorem 1.2 is crucial for deducing Theorem 1.1
from it, and therefore for the application to Manin’s conjecture. Even in the simple case
K “ Q, such a strong error term can presently only be obtained under the assumptionřn
i“1 degpFiq ď 3, which is the reason for the restriction placed on the complexity cpFq.
As a first step for the proof of Theorem 1.2, we use Dirichlet’s hyperbola trick and partition
the variables in the summation into a small number of lattices; this is exposed in §4.1. The
next part, residing in §4.2, consists of counting points on these lattices; it is here that the
main step towards the power saving in the error term in Theorem 1.2 takes place. Finally,
in §§4.3-4.6 we prove that the average of the contribution of each lattice alluded to above
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gives the main term as stated in Theorem 1.2, this part contains the treatment of volumes of
slightly awkward regions introduced by the consideration of arbitrary number fields.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Tim Browning and Roger Heath-Brown for helpful
suggestions relating to the proof of Theorem 1.2. The authors would furthermore like to thank
Daniel Loughran for useful discussions concerning the presentation of our results. A part of
this work was completed while the second author was supported by London’s Mathematical
Society’s 150th Anniversary Postdoctoral Mobility Grant to visit Go¨ttingen University, the
hospitality of which is gratefully acknowledged.
Notation. The set of places of the number field K will be denoted ΩK and for each v P ΩK
we shall let mv :“ rKv : Qws, where w is the place of Q below v. For a P OK , we write
Npaq :“ NpaOKq “
ś
vPΩ8 |a|mvv for the absolute value of its norm. For s P K8 “
ś
vPΩ8 Kv
and v P Ω8, we write sv P Kv for the projection of s to Kv. Furthermore, for any prime ideal
p the p-adic exponential valuation on ideals (and elements) of OK will be denoted by vp. As
usual, the resultant of two binary forms F,G P OK rs, ts will be represented by RespF,Gq P OK ,
while Euler’s totient function and the divisor function for non-zero ideals of OK will be denoted
by φK and τK . Lastly, we shall choose a system of integral representatives C “ tr1, . . . , rhu for
the ideal class group of OK and fix it once and for all. Unless the contrary is explicitly stated,
the implicit constants in Landau’s O-notation and Vinogradov’s Î-notation are allowed to
depend on K,C , r, f,F and P but no other parameters. The exact value of a small positive
constant ε will be allowed to vary from expression to expression throughout our work.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Lattice point counting. For any lattice Λ Ă K28 “ R2m, we denote its i-th successive
minimum (with respect to the unit ball) by λpiqpΛq. We write ‖¨‖ for the Euclidean norm on
R2m. For a, d P IK and γ P OK , we define the lattice
Λpa, d, γq :“ tps, tq P a2 : s ” γt mod du.
It has determinant proportional toNpa2dpa`dq´1q, and we write λpiqpa, d, γq :“ λpiqpΛpa, d, γqq
for its i-th successive minimum. Recall that C “ tr1, . . . , rhu is a fixed system of integral
representatives of the class group of K. Let us prove some facts about the minima λpiqpa, d, γq.
Lemma 2.1. Let a, d P IK , γ P OK and 1 ď i ď 2m.
p1q Whenever ras “ rrqs for 1 ď q ď h, we have
Na1{mλpiqprq, rqdpa ` dq´1, γq Î λpiqpa, d, γq Î Na1{mλpiqprq, rqdpa` dq´1, γq.
p2q For any non-zero ideal b of OK , the following estimate holds,
λpiqpa, d, γq Î λpiqpa, bd, γq Î Npbq1{mλpiqpa, d, γq.
p3q We have λpiqpa, d, γq Î Npa2dpa` dq´1q1{p2m´i`1q.
Proof. Let a P K r t0u such that a “ arq. Then the elements ps, tq P a2 with s ” γt mod d
are exactly those of the form ps, tq “ aps1, t1q, with ps1, t1q P Λprq, rqdpa ` dq´1, γq “: Λ1. By
Dirichlet’s unit theorem, we can choose our generator a to satisfy |a|v Î Na1{m Î |a|v for all
v P Ω8. Then, for any ps1, t1q P Λ1 we have
Na1{m ‖ps1, t1q‖ Î ‖aps1, t1q‖ Î Na1{m ‖ps1, t1q‖ ,
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which shows claim p1q. The first inequality of (2) is clear. For the remaining one, let b P
b such that |b|v Î Nb1{m Î |b|v for all v P Ω8 and let ps, tq P Λpa, d, γq. This implies
that pbs, btq P Λpa, bd, γq and ‖pbs, btq‖ Î Nb1{m ‖ps, tq‖. Assertion (3) flows directly from
Minkowski’s second theorem combined with the obvious fact that λp1qpa, d, γq Ï 1. 
We use the framework of [BW14], built on o-minimality, to count points of Λpa, d, γq in fairly
general domains. Assume we are given an o-minimal structure that extends the semialgebraic
structure. Let R Ă Rk`2m be a definable family, such that for each T P Rk the fibre
RT :“ tps, tq P R2m | pT, s, tq P Ru
is contained in a ball, not necessarily zero-centered, of radius Î X1{mT for some XT ě 1. The
first part of Lemma 2.1 makes the following lemma an immediate consequence of [BW14,
Theorem 1.3].
Lemma 2.2. Whenever ras “ rrqs and T P Rk, the quantity 7pΛpa, d, γq XRT q equals
cK volRT
Npa2dpa ` dq´1q `O
˜
2m´1ÿ
j“0
X
j{m
T
Naj{m
śj
i“1 λpiqprq, rqdpa` dq´1, γq
¸
,
with an explicit positive constant cK depending only on K. The implicit constant in the error
term may depend on K,R, but not on T, a, d, γ.
Still keeping the notation from above, we now fix an ideal r P IK and assume that r | a
and that a` d “ OK . Let σ, τ P r such that σOK ` τOK ` a “ r and define a discrete subset
of K28 “ R2m by
Λ˚pa, pσ, τq, d, γq :“
$&%ps, tq P r2 :
ps, tq ” pσ, τq mod a,
sOK ` tOK “ r,
s ” γt mod d
,.- . (2.1)
Moreover, we require now that each RT is contained in a zero-centered ball of radius Î X1{mT .
Lemma 2.3. We have
7pΛ˚pa, pσ, τq, d, γq XRT q ´ cK volRT
ζKp2qNpda2q
ź
p|ar´1
ˆ
1´ 1
Np2
˙´1ź
p|d
ˆ
1` 1
Np
˙´1
Î
m´1ÿ
j“0
X
1`j{m
T plogXT qτKpdq
min1ďqďhtλp1qprq, rqd, γqmλpm`1qprq, rqd, γqju
.
Here, ζK is the Dedekind zeta function of K and τK is the divisor function on IK . The
implicit constant in the error term depends on K, r,R, but not on T, a, σ, τ, d or γ.
Proof. After Mo¨bius inversion the quantity under consideration becomes equal toÿ
e|d
ÿ
bPIK
b`d“e
b`ar´1“OK
µpbq7tps, tq P prbq2 X pRT r t0uq : ps, tq ” pσ, τq mod a, s ” γt mod du.
Writing b “ b1e, we see that b1 ` d “ OK whenever µpbq ‰ 0, thus the sum becomesÿ
e|d
µpeq
ÿ
b1PIK
b1`ar´1d“OK
µpb1q7tps, tq P prb1eq2 X pRT r t0uq : ps, tq ” pσ, τq mod a, s ” γt mod du.
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Since the set counted in the inner summand is contained in Λprb1e, d, γq X pRT r t0uq, the
summand is zero unless λp1qprb1e, d, γq Î X1{mT . Using Lemma 2.1, this condition implies that
Nb1 Î XT
min1ďqďhtλp1qprq, rqd, γqumNr
. (2.2)
Let σ˜, τ˜ in rb1e such that pσ˜, τ˜ q ” pσ, τq mod a. We have pσ, τq ” p0, 0q mod prb1e ` aq “ r,
hence, such pσ˜, τ˜ q exist. The Chinese remainder theorem allows us to transform our sum toÿ
e|d
µpeq
ÿ
(2.2)
b1PIK
b1`ar´1d“OK
µpb1q7tps, tq P ppσ˜, τ˜ q ` pab1eq2q X pRT r t0uq : s ” γt mod du.
Next, we replace ps, tq by ps1, t1q :“ ps´ σ˜, t´ τ˜q, so that the inner cardinality becomes
7tps1, t1q P pab1eq2 X ppRT r t0uq ´ pσ˜, τ˜ qq : s1 ` σ˜ ´ γτ˜ ” γt1 mod du.
Since σ˜ ´ γτ˜ ” 0 mod e “ ab1e ` d, we can find δ P ab1e with δ ” σ˜ ´ γτ˜ mod d. The
replacement of s1 by s2 :“ s1 ` δ transforms the count to
7tps2, t1q P pab1eq2 X ppRT r t0uq ´ pσ˜, τ˜q ` pδ, 0qq : s2 ” γt1 mod du
“ 7pΛpab1e, d, γq X ppRT r t0uq ´ pσ˜, τ˜ q ` pδ, 0qqq. (2.3)
Clearly, we can extend our family R to a definable family rR Ď Rpk`2mq`2m, whose fibrerRpT,σ,τq, for pT, σ, τq P Rk`2m, is the translate RT ` pσ, τq. Lemma 2.2 thus allows us to
approximate the quantity in (2.3) by
cK volRT
Npa2b12edq `O
˜
2m´1ÿ
j“0
X
j{m
T
Npab1eqj{mmin1ďqďht
śj
i“1 λpiqprq, rqde´1, γqu
¸
. (2.4)
Summing the main term over e and b1 gives
cK volRT
Npa2dq
ÿ
e|d
µKpeq
Ne
ÿ
b1PIK
b1`adr´1“OK
(2.2)
µKpb1q
Nb12
.
The desired main term is obtained by removing condition (2.2), present in the inner sum.
This introduces an error of size
Î volRT
XTNd
ÿ
e|d
Nr min
1ďqďh
tλp1qprq, rqd, γqum Î τKpdq volRT min1ďiďhtλ
p1qprq, rqd, γqumNr
XTNd
Î XT τKpdqNr
min1ďiďhtλp1qprq, rqd, γqum
.
Summing the summand for j in the error term of (2.4) over e and b1 gives a total error
Î Xj{mT
ÿ
e|d
1
Nej{mmin1ďqďht
śj
i“1 λpiqprq, rqde´1, γqu
ÿ
b1PIK
(2.2)
1
Nb1j{m
(2.5)
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and ÿ
b1PIK
(2.2)
1
Nb1j{m
Î
ˆ
XT
min1ďqďhtλp1qprq, rqd, γqum
˙maxt0,1´j{mu
plogXT q.
Observe, moreover, that Ne1{mλpiqprq, rqde´1, γq Ï λpiqprq, rqd, γq, by Lemma 2.1. Thus, for
j ě m the expression in (2.5) is
Î X
j{m
T plogXT qτpdq
min1ďqďhtλp1qprq, rqd, γqmλpm`1qprq, rqd, γqj´mu
,
which, upon replacing j by j ´ m, is covered by the lemma’s error term. For j ă m, the
expression in (2.5) is at most Î XT plogXT qτpdqpmin1ďqďhtλp1qprq, rqd, γqmuq´1. 
2.2. Averages of certain arithmetic functions related to Artin L-functions. We shall
provide asymptotic estimates for averages of functions that will later appear in the treatment
of the main term in Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 2.4. Let a : N Ñ C be an arithmetic function with associated Dirichlet series
Apsq “ řnPN apnqn´s. Let δ, C ą 0, λ ą 2 and assume that
apnq ď Cnδ, (2.6)
Apsq has an analytic continuation to ℜpsq ą 1{2, (2.7)
Apsq ď Cp1` |ℑpsq|q1{2, for ℜpsq ě 1´ 1{λ. (2.8)
Then ÿ
nďX
apnq Î CX1´1{p2λq`2δ ,
for X ě 1, where the implicit constant may depend at most on λ and δ.
Proof. The Dirichlet series defining Apsq converges absolutely for ℜpsq ą 1 ` δ, thanks to
(2.6). Let σ0 :“ 1 ` 2δ and T :“ X1{λ. We shall make use of Perron’s formula (see for
example [MV07b, Corollary 5.3]) to obtainÿ
nďX
apnq ´ 1
2pii
ż σ0`iT
σ0´iT
ApsqX
s
s
ds
Î
ÿ
x{2ănă2x
|apnq|min
"
1,
X
T |X ´ n|
*
` 4
σ0 `Xσ0
T
ÿ
nPN
|apnq|
nσ0
.
Replacing the minimum by its second term unless |X ´ n| ă 1, the first error term becomes
Î CXδ
˜
1` X
T
ÿ
1ďmď2X
1
m
¸
Îδ CX1´1{λ`2δ,
while the second error term is Î CX1´1{λ`2δřnPN n´1´δ Îδ CX1´1{λ`2δ. Shifting the line
of integration to the left, we see that the main term equals˜
´
ż σ0´iT
1´1{λ´iT
`
ż 1´1{λ`iT
1´1{λ´iT
`
ż σ0`iT
1´1{λ`iT
¸
ApsqX
s
s
ds.
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The first and third integral are bounded by
Î CT´1{2
ż σ0
u“1´1{λ
Xudu Î CT´1{2Xσ0 “ CX1´1{p2λq`2δ
and the second integral attains a value
Î CX1´1{λ
ż T
t“´T
p1` |t|q1{2
|1´ 1{λ` it|dT Î CX
1´1{λ
ˆ
1`
ż T
t“1
t´1{2dt
˙
Î CX1´1{λT 1{2 Î CX1´1{p2λq.

Lemma 2.5. Let ρ : IK Ñ C be a multiplicative function whose assosiated Dirichlet series
is Dρpsq “
ř
aPIK ρpaqNa´s. Let W P IK , λ ą 2, and f P ZK . Assume that the following
conditions hold:
ρpaq “ 0 unless a`W “ OK , (2.9)
ρppkq Îρ 1 for all prime ideals p ∤W and all k ě 0, (2.10)
Dρpsq has an analytic continuation to ℜpsq ą 1{2, (2.11)
Dρpsq Îρ p1` |ℑpsq|q1{2 for ℜpsq ě 1´ 1{λ, (2.12)ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 8ÿ
k“1
ρppkq
Npks
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă 12 for all prime ideals p ∤W and ℜpsq ą 1{2, (2.13)ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1f ppq
8ÿ
k“1
ρppkq
Npks
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă 12 for all prime ideals p ∤W and ℜpsq ą 1{2. (2.14)
Then there is β ą 0 and γ P ZK , such that, for any c P IK with c`W “ OK , we haveÿ
NaďX
a`cW“OK
1f paqρpaq
Na
“ Dρp1qβ1γpcq `OpNcεX´1{p2λq`εq,
for all ε ą 0. The implicit constant is allowed to depend on ε, ρ,W, f, λ, but not on c,X.
Proof. For p ∤ W let Φppsq :“
ř8
k“1 ρppkqNp´ks, which is bounded in absolute value by 1{2
whenever ℜpsq ą 1{2, due to (2.13). Moreover, condition (2.10) implies that
Φppsq Îρ Np´s for ℜpsq ą 1{2. (2.15)
Define formally the Dirichlet series
Dcpsq :“
ÿ
aPIK
a`cW“OK
1f paqρpaq
Nas
“
ź
p∤cW
p1` 1f ppqΦppsqq ,
Ψcpsq :“
ź
p|c
p1` 1f ppqΦppsqq´1 and
Φpsq :“
ź
p∤W
1` 1f ppqΦppsq
1` Φppsq “
ź
p∤W
ˆ
1` fppqΦppsq
1` Φppsq
˙
,
to obtain a factorization
Dcpsq “ DρpsqΦpsqΨcpsq. (2.16)
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By (2.15), the Euler products for Dcpsq andDρpsq converge absolutely and define holomorphic
functions for ℜpsq ą 1, while (2.15) and (2.13) guarantee that Φpsq converges absolutely and
defines a holomorphic function on ℜpsq ą 1{2. Moreover, (2.14) ensures that all factors of
the finite product Ψcpsq are defined and holomorphic for ℜpsq ą 1{2. Consequently, the
factorization (2.16) holds for ℜpsq ą 1 and, using (2.11), provides an analytic continuation of
Dcpsq to ℜpsq ą 1{2. For ℜpsq ě 1´ 1{λ, we obtain by (2.12) and (2.13) that
|Dcpsq| Îρ p1` |ℑpsq|q1{2
¨˝ź
p|c
2‚˛|Φpsq| Îε,f,ρ,λ Ncεp1` |ℑpsq|q1{2.
Since moreover
ř
Na“k 1f paqρpaq Îε,f,ρ kε, we may apply Lemma 2.4 to obtain for any ε ą 0,ÿ
NaďX
a`cW“OK
1f paqρpaq Îε,f,ρ,λ NcεX1´1{p2λq`ε.
Partial summation reveals that the series defining Dcpsq converges for s “ 1 andÿ
NaďX
a`cW“OK
1f paqρpaq
Na
“ Dρp1qΦp1qΨcp1q `OpNcεX´1{p2λq`εq.
Conditions (2.13) and (2.14) show that β :“ Φp1q ą 0. We finish our proof with the observa-
tion Ψcp1q “ 1γpcq, where
γppq :“ p1` 1f ppqΦpp1qq´1 ´ 1 “
8ÿ
k“1
p1f ppqΦpp1qqk .
In particular, |γppq| ă 1 and γppq Î Np´1, so γ P ZK . 
In our proof of Theorem 1.2, we shall apply the above result for Dirichlet series Dρpsq of
the following form. Let pF,Gq be a pair of binary forms in OKrs, ts, such that F is irreducible
in Krs, ts, not proportional to t, and does not divide G in Krs, ts. We assume furthermore
that G is of even degree, and that Gpθ, 1q R Kpθqˆ2, where θ P K is a root of F ps, 1q.
Fix W P IK with 2 |W. We define, for a P IK , the multiplicative function ρpF,Gqpaq by
ρpF,Gqpaq :“
ÿ
λ mod a
F pλ,1q”0 mod a
ˆ
Gpλ, 1q
a
˙
, if a`W “ OK ,
and ρpF,Gqpaq “ 0 otherwise. We assume that W is divisible by enough small prime ideals to
ensure that 2 ¨ |ρpF,Gqppq| ă Np1{2 for all prime ideals p.
Lemma 2.6. The Dirichlet series of ρpF,Gq, given by
DpF,Gqpsq :“
ÿ
aPIK
ρpF,Gqpaq
Nas
,
defines a holomorphic function in ℜpsq ą 12 that does not vanish at s “ 1. We furthermore
have |DpF,Gqpsq| Î p1` |ℑpsq|q1{2 in the region ℜpsq ą 1´ 1{λ, where λ “ 1` 2m deg F .
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Proof. Let a :“ F p1, 0q P OK r t0u. Then F ps, atq “ a pF ps, tq, where pF ps, 1q P OK rss is monic
and irreducible. Note that the constant pθ :“ aθ is a root of pF ps, 1q. Define the number field
H :“ Kpθ,
b
Gppθ, aqq “ Kpθ,aGpθ, 1qq, which clearly fulfills rH : Kpθqs “ 2.
The non-trivial representation of GalpH{Kpθqq gives rise to the Artin L-function
Lps, χq “
ź
P
`
1´ χpPqNKpθq{QP´s
˘´1
,
with the product running over the non-zero prime ideals P of Kpθq. The character χpPq is 0
if P is ramified in H{Kpθq and 1 or ´1 according to whether P is split or inert in H{Kpθq.
This L-function is entire and does not vanish at s “ 1. The usual argument about split primes
shows that
ź
P|p
p1` χpPqNKpθq{QP´sq “ 1`
¨˚
˚˝ ÿ
P|p
fpP{pq“1
χpPq‹˛‹‚Np´s `OpNp´2sq,
for every prime ideal p of OK , where fpP{pq is the inertia degree.
In the following considerations, we assume that p is relatively prime to a and to the con-
ductors of the orders OKrpθs in Kpθq and OKpθqrbGppθ, aqs in H. Then the primes P in Kpθq
above p with fpP{pq “ 1 are parameterized by the roots λ of pF ps, 1q modulo p. If P cor-
responds to the root λ, then we have an isomorphism OKpθq{P Ñ OK{p given by pθ ÞÑ λ.
Consequently,
χpPq “
˜
Gppθ, aq
P
¸
“
ˆ
Gpλ, aq
p
˙
and in particular,ÿ
P|p
fpP{pq“1
χpPq “
ÿ
λ mod ppF pλ,1q”0 mod p
ˆ
Gpλ, aq
p
˙
“
ÿ
λ mod p
F pλ,1q”0 mod p
ˆ
Gpaλ, aq
p
˙
“ ρpF,Gqppq,
where we again relied on the fact that G is of even degree. Let W1 be the product of all the
prime ideals excluded above. We have shown that
Lps, χq “ g0psq
ź
p∤W1W
ˆ
1` ρpF,Gqppq
Nps
˙
“ g1psq
ź
p∤W
ˆ
1` ρpF,Gqppq
Nps
˙
“ g2psqDpF,Gqpsq,
where g0, g1, g2 are holomorphic functions and have ablosutely convergent Euler products on
ℜpsq ą 1{2 that do not vanish there. Hence, for ℜpsq ą 1{2` ε. we have 1 Îε g2psq Îε 1.
Convexity bounds, for example [Mor05, Theorem III.14 A] with η “ 1{p2m deg F q, show
that
Lps, χq Î p1` |ℑpsq|q1{2 in 1´ η ď ℜpsq ď 1` η,
which extends to the region 1´ η ď ℜpsq by absolute convergence of Lps, χq in ℜpsq ą 1. 
We shall need to handle averages of volumes of certain regions (see (4.11)). The next
version of Abel’s sum formula is optimally tailored for this task.
Lemma 2.7. Let g, ω : N Ñ C be functions, and write Gpuq :“ řnďu gpnq. Let X ě 1,
A,B ě 0 with A`B ă 1, and assume that
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(1) ωpnq “ 0 for n ě X,
(2) there is Q ě 0 such that |ωpnq ´ ωpn` 1q| ď Qn´B holds for all n P N,
(3) there are λ0 P C, M ě 0, such that |Gpnq ´ λ0| ďMn´A holds for all n P N.
Then ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
nďX
gpnqωpnq ´ λ0ωp1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ďMQ
ˆ
1` X
1´A´B
1´A´B
˙
.
Proof. Telescoping and using assumption (1), we see thatÿ
nďX
gpnqωpnq “
ÿ
nďX
Gpnqpωpnq ´ ωpn` 1qq
“ λ0
ÿ
nďX
pωpnq ´ ωpn` 1qq `
ÿ
nďX
pGpnq ´ λ0qpωpnq ´ ωpn` 1qq.
The first summand is equal to λ0ωp1q, and, using assumptions (2) and (3), the last sum has
absolute value at most
MQ
ÿ
nďX
n´A´B ďMQ
ˆ
1`
ż X
1
du
uA`B
˙
ďMQ
ˆ
1` X
1´A´B
1´A´B
˙
.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section we assume the validity of Theorem 1.2 and we prove Theorem 1.1 from it.
The finite set Sbad will contain all prime ideals that we want to exclude at various steps of
our argument. It will grow during the proof, but it will never depend on anything but K,
r, F and f . In Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we will always assume that none of the forms Fips, tq
is proportional to t. This can be achieved by a unimodular transformation φa : K
2 Ñ K2,
ps, tq ÞÑ ps, as ` tq, for suitable a P OK . This map φa extends to K28 Ñ K28 in an obvious
way, transforming D to φapDq. Clearly, all our hypotheses are still satisfied.
3.1. Simple reductions.
Lemma 3.1. Let P “ pD , pσ, τq,Wq be an F-admissible triplet, and k P N. Then
P
k :“ pD , pσ, τq,Wkq
is also an F-admissible triplet and DpF, f,P;Xq Ïk DpF, f,Pk;Xq.
Proof. Since W and Wk have the same prime factors, the ideals a5, for a P IK , are the
same for W and Wk. Moreover, M˚pPk,Xq Ď M˚pP,Xq. This shows that, Pk is admis-
sible, and moreover rpF, f,P; s, tq “ rpF, f,Pk; s, tq. The lemma follows immediately, since
rpF, f,P; s, tq ě 0. 
It is enough to prove Conjecture 1 for all strongly F-admissible triplets. Indeed, given any
F-admissible triplet P “ pD , pσ, τq,Wq, we may assume it to be strongly F-admissible. To
this end, we may replace W by any positive power of itself, thanks to Lemma 3.1. By (1.6),
we can find k P N, such that Pk satisfies (1.9).
By including in Sbad enough small prime ideals and replacing W by a high enough power,
we can moreover assume that
2r
ź
i
Fip1, 0q
ź
i‰j
RespFi, Fjq |W. (3.1)
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3.2. Eclipsing the trivial Gi.
Lemma 3.2. Whenever i P t1, . . . , nu is such that Gipθiq P Kpθiqˆ2, then for all s, t P OK
with sOK ` tOK “ r we have ÿ
di|Fips,tq5
ˆ
Gips, tq
di
˙
“ τKpFips, tq5q.
Proof. The isomorphism KrSs{FipS, 1q Ñ Kpθiq, S ÞÑ θi, sends GipS, 1q to Gipθiq. Hence,
GipS, 1q “ hpSq2 ` cpSqFipS, 1q,
with polynomials hpSq, cpSq P KrSs, such that FipS, 1q ∤ hpSq. Let d be the maximum of the
degrees of GipS, 1q, hpSq2, cpSqFipS, 1q. Re-homogenizing, we obtain
GipS, T qT d´degGi “ HpS, T q2T d´2 degH ` CpS, T qT d´degC´degFiFipS, T q,
with forms H,C P KrS, T s. Letting b P OK such that bHpS, T q P OK rS, T s, we find
that RespbHpS, T q, F pS, T qq P OK r t0u. After adding to Sbad all prime ideals that divide
bRespbHpS, T q, F pS, T qq, and all modulo which the form C can not be reduced, we obtain,
for all s, t P OK and all p | Fips, tq5,ˆ
Gips, tqtd´degG
p
˙
“
ˆ
Hps, tq2td´2 degH
p
˙
.
Using sOK`tOK “ r and p ∤ Fip1, 0q, we see that if p | t then p | s, which shows that p | r |W,
a contradiction. Hence, t is invertible modulo p and using that degG is even, we deriveˆ
Gips, tq
p
˙
“
ˆ
Hps, tq
p
˙2ˆ
t
p
˙degG´2 degH
“
ˆ
Hps, tq
p
˙2
“ 1.
In the last equality, we were allowed to exclude the caseHps, tq ” 0 mod p due to the condition
p ∤ RespbHpS, T q, FipS, T qq. 
By possibly reordering the pFi, Giq P F, we may assume that
Gipθiq
#
P Kpθiqˆ2 for 1 ď i ď ρpFq,
R Kpθiqˆ2 for ρpFq ` 1 ď i ď n.
We define f 1ppq :“ 0 if p P Sbad and f 1ppq :“ 2fppq otherwise. Note that choosing Sbad large
enough ensures that f 1 P ZK . All n factors in the definition of rps, tq are non-negative and
for 1 ď i ď ρpFq we see by Lemma 3.2 that
1f pFips, tq5q
ÿ
di|Fips,tq5
ˆ
Gips, tq
di
˙
“
ź
p|Fips,tq5
p1` fppqqpvppFips, tqq ` 1q
ě
ź
p|Fips,tq5
p1` p1` 2fppqqq “
ÿ
di|Fips,tq
di`W“OK
µ2Kpdiq1f 1pdiq.
If ρpFq ă n, we let F1 :“ tpFρpFq`1, GρpFq`1q, . . . , pFn, Gnqu comprise those pairs in F with
Gipθiq R Kpθiqˆ2. Then ρpF1q “ 0 and cpF1q “ cpFq ď 3. Clearly, the strongly F-admissible
triplet P is also strongly F1-admissible.
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Lemma 3.3. Let ρpFq ă n. Then, for any ε P p0, 1q, the sum DpF, f,P;Xq is Ï
ÿ
d1,...,dρpFqPIK
NdiďXε @i
di`W“OK @i
di`dj“OK @i‰j
¨˝
ρpFqź
i“1
µ2Kpdiq1f 1pdiq‚˛ ÿ
pσi,τiq mod di @i
σiOK`τiOK`di“OK
Fipσi,τiq”0 mod di @i
ÿ
ps,tqPM˚pP,Xq
ps,tq”pσi,τiq mod di @i
rpF1, f,P; s, tq. (3.2)
In these sums, the quantifiers @i run over all i P t1, . . . , ρpFqu.
Proof. This stems upon re-ordering the sum with respect to the factors di | Fips, tq and
splitting into congruence classes mod di. Since rps, tq ě 0, we are allowed to impose additional
restrictions on the di, such as Ndi ď Xε. 
Lemma 3.4. Let r, a P IK , r | a, and let pσ˜, τ˜ q P r2 such that σ˜OK ` τ˜OK ` a “ r. Then
there is pσ, τq P r2 satisfying pσ, τq ” pσ˜, τ˜ q mod a and σOK ` τOK “ r.
Proof. Let b P IK such that ba “ wOK is a principal ideal, and such that any prime ideal p
dividing σ˜ divides b if and only if it does not divide τ˜r´1. We may then choose σ :“ σ˜ and
τ :“ τ˜ ` w. 
We next deploy Theorem 1.2 to estimate the innermost sum in Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.5. Let ρpFq ă n. There is a function f0 P ZK and β0, β1, β2 ą 0, such that the
following holds: for any d1, . . . , dρpFq P IK and pσi, τiq mod di, satisfying the conditions under
the first two sums in (3.2), we have, with d :“ d1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dρpFq, the asymptoticÿ
ps,tqPM˚pP,Xq
ps,tq”pσi,τiq mod di @i
rpF1, f,P; s, tq “ β0X21f0pdq
Nd2
`OpX2´β1Ndβ2q. (3.3)
The implicit constant in the error term is independent of all di, pσi, τiq.
Proof. The Chinese remainder theorem and the coprimality conditions on d1, . . . , dρpFq,W
allow us to express the congruences ps, tq ” pσ, τq mod W and ps, tq ” pσi, τiq mod di for all
i as one congruence ps, tq ” pσ˜, τ˜q mod dW. The pair pσ˜, τ˜ q P O2K then necessarily satisfies
σ˜OK ` τ˜OK ` dW “ r. Using Lemma 3.4, we may thus assume that σ˜OK ` τ˜OK “ r.
The triplet P 1 :“ pD , pσ˜, τ˜ q,Wq is strongly F1-admissible. Moreover d satisfies the condi-
tion (1.10) in Theorem 1.2, since r
ś
i,j RespFi, Fjq|W, and since di `W “ OK for all i.
The sum in the lemma equals ÿ
ps,tqPM˚pP1d,Xq
rpF1, f,P 1; s, tq,
so the lemma stems from Theorem 1.2, once we enlarge Sbad and replace W by a sufficiently
high power to ensure that W0 |W. 
Using the bound |1f 1pdiq| Î Ndi, we see that the error terms arising from substituting
(3.3) into (3.2) are Î X2´β1`ερpFqpβ2`3q. Finally, choosing ε small enough makes the exponent
smaller than 2.
Let us consider the main term. For a form F P OKrs, ts, irreducible over K and not divisible
by t and for d P IK we define
τF pdq :“ 7tµ P OK{d : F pµ, 1q ” 0 mod du. (3.4)
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Using (3.1), we obtain for all d P IK with d`W “ OK ,ÿ
pσ,τq mod d
F pσ,τq”0 mod d
σOK`τOK`d“OK
1 “ τF pdqφKpdq.
Let us now introduce the function
Lpdq :“ 1f 1pdq1f0pdqNpdq´1φKpdq
ÿ
d1¨¨¨dρpFq“d
ρpFqź
i“1
τFipdiq.
To finish the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the case ρpFq ă n, it remains to show thatÿ
NdďXε
d`W“OK
µ2Kpdq
Lpdq
Nd
Ï plogXqρpFq.
This bound can be proved in a straightforward manner by alluding to the generalisation
of Wirsing’s theorem to all number fields as supplied in [FS16, Lemma 2.2]. The required
estimate ÿ
NpďX
τFippq
Np
logNp “ logX `Op1q
follows from the prime ideal theorem for the number field Kpθiq.
Finally, if ρpFq “ n, we proceed as in Lemma 3.3 to obtain a lower bound forDpF, f,P; s, tq
as in (3.2), but with rpF1, f,P; s, tq replaced by 1. Arguing as in Lemma 3.5 and using Mo¨bius
inversion as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, the innermost sum then becomesÿ
ps,tqPM˚pP1d,Xq
1 “
ÿ
aPIK
a`dWr´1“OK
NaÎX
7
´
ppσ˚, τ˚q ` pardWq2q XX1{mD
¯
,
for some pσ˚, τ˚q P O2K . By lattice point counting, the summand for a is
7
´
pardWq2 X p´pσ˚, τ˚q `X1{mDq
¯
“ cKX
2 volD
NpardWq2 `O
˜ˆ
X
Na
˙2´1{m
` 1
¸
.
Summing this over all a yields a positive constant β0 “ β0pr,D ,Wq, such thatÿ
ps,tqPM˚pP1d,Xq
1 “ β0 X
2
Nd2
`OpX2´1{m logXq.
We may use this asymptotic instead of Lemma 3.5 to proceed as in the case ρpFq ă n. This
completes our proof of Theorem 1.1.
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2: Asymptotics for divisor sums
Recall that we have shown that it is sufficient to consider the case when none of the forms
Fi is proportional to t. The ideal W0 will be modified throughout the proof, but it will only
depend on K, r,F, f . We start by assuming that W0 satisfies (3.1). Let F be a system of
forms as in the theorem, and W be a strongly F-admissible triplet with W0 | W. Moreover,
let d P IK satisfy (1.10).
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4.1. The Dirichlet hyperbola trick. Let us recall that the expressionÿ
ps,tqPM˚pPd,Xq
rpF, f,P; s, tq
can be recast as ÿ
ps,tqPM˚pPd,Xq
nź
i“1
1f pFips, tq5q
¨˝ ÿ
ci|Fips,tq5
ˆ
Gips, tq
ci
˙‚˛. (4.1)
Defining Wi :“
ś
p|W p
vppFipσ,τqq makes apparent, once (1.9) has been taken into account,
that Fips, tq5 “ Fips, tqW´1i . Furthermore, for each ps, tq PM˚pPd,Xq we have the following
inequalities,
NFips, tq5 “ NW´1i
ź
vPΩ8
|Fips, tq|mvv Î
ź
vPΩ8
maxt|s|v , |t|vumv degFi Î Xdeg Fi ,
thus for each index i there exists ci ą 0, independent of X, such that whenever X ą 1 and
ps, tq P M˚pPd,Xq then NFips, tq5 ă ciXdeg Fi . We let Yi :“ ciXdeg Fi . Suppressing the
dependence on W in the notation, we define the arithmetic functions
r´i ps, tq :“
ÿ
ci|Fips,tq5
Nciă
?
Yi
ˆ
Gips, tq
ci
˙
and r`i ps, tq :“
ÿ
c˚i |Fips,tq5
Nc˚i ă
?
Yi
Nc˚
i
?
YiNWiďNpFips,tqq
ˆ
Gips, tq
c˚i
˙
,
an action which, upon writing Fips, tq5 “ cic˚i and using assumption (1.8), allows us to obtain
the validity of ÿ
ci|Fips,tq5
ˆ
Gips, tq
ci
˙
“ r´i ps, tq ` r`i ps, tq.
Let us introduce for every v P r0,8qn and ψ “ pψ1, . . . , ψnq P t0, 1un the region
DψpX;vq :“
nč
i“1
!
ps, tq P X1{mD : NpFips, tqq ě ψivi
a
YiNWi
)
Ď K28. (4.2)
Here X is considered as fixed and the dependence on v is what we are interested in. Define
ωψpX;vq : Rn Ñ R through
v ÞÑ volpDψpX;vqq. (4.3)
For c “ pc1, . . . , cnq P I nK we use the abbreviation Nc :“ pNc1, . . . ,Ncnq P p0,8qn and arrive
at the equality of the quantity in (4.1) withÿ
ps,tqPM˚pPd,Xq
nź
i“1
1f pFips, tq5qprips, tq´ ` rips, tq`q,
which can be reshaped intoÿ
ψPt0,1un
ÿ
cPI n
K
Nciă
?
Yi @iśn
i“1 ci`dW“OK
ci`cj“OK @i‰j
ÿ
ps,tqPM˚pPd,Xq
ps,tqPDψpX;Ncq
ci|Fips,tq @i
nź
i“1
ˆ
Gips, tq
ci
˙
1f pFips, tq5q.
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Here we added the coprimality condition
śn
i“1 ci ` dW “ OK due to (1.10) and the assump-
tions ci ` cj “ OK for i ‰ j due to (3.1). The identity
1f pFips, tq5q “
ÿ
bi|Fips,tq
bi`W“OK
fpbiq
reveals that, with
Sψ :“
ÿ
b,cPI nK
NbiăYi,Nciă
?
Yi @iśn
i“1 bici`dW“OK
ci`cj“bi`bj“bi`cj“OK @i‰j
nź
i“1
fpbiq
ÿ
ps,tqPDψpX;Ncq
ps,tqPM˚pPd,Xq
pbiXciq|Fips,tq @i
nź
i“1
ˆ
Gips, tq
ci
˙
,
one has ÿ
ps,tqPM˚pPd,Xq
rpF, f,P; s, tq “
ÿ
ψPt0,1un
Sψ. (4.4)
For any a P IK we let xay Ă IK denote the monoid generated by the prime ideals dividing
a. We collect here some conditions on n-tuples a, b3, c2, c3 P I nK for later reference:
@i : ai ` dW “ OK and ai `
ź
jăi
aj “ OK , (4.5)
@i : Naib3i ă Yi, b3i ` dW
nź
j“1
ajc
3
j “ OK and b3i `
ź
jăi
b3j “ OK , (4.6)
@i : Naic2i c3i ă
a
Yi, c
2
i P xaiy, c3i ` dW
nź
j“1
aj “ OK and c3i `
ź
jăi
c3j “ OK . (4.7)
Recall the definition of Λ˚pa, pσ, τq, d, γq in (2.1).
Lemma 4.1. Write di :“ aib3i c2i c3i , d1 :“
śn
i“1 di and let λ be the, unique modulo d
1, solution
of the system λ ” λi mod di for all i. Then the sum Sψ equalsÿ
a,b3,c2,c3PI n
K
(4.5),(4.6),(4.7)
˜
nź
i“1
fpaib3i q
¸ ÿ
λi mod di @i
di|Fipλi,1q
˜
nź
i“1
ˆ
Gipλi, 1q
aic
2
i c
3
i
˙¸
¨
¨ ˇˇΛ˚pdW, pσ, τq, d1, λq XDψpX; pNaic2i c3i qni“1qˇˇ .
Proof. For each pair of ideals bi, ci in the definition of Sψ we let ai :“ bi ` ci. Therefore
bi “ aib1i and ci “ aic1i for some coprime ideals b1i, c1i which satisfy bi X ci “ aib1ic1i. We may
further decompose b1i and c
1
i uniquely as b
1
i “ b2i b3i and c1i “ c2i c3i , where b2i , b3i , c2i , c3i P IK
and for all non-zero prime ideals p we have
p|b2i c2i ñ p|ai and p|b3i c3i ñ p ∤ ai.
Since the function f is supported on square-free ideals, the only relevant value for b2i in Sψ
is b2i “ OK . Taking into account the conditions (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) we have thus obtained
the following factorization for the bi, ci in the sum Sψ,
bi “ aib3i and ci “ aic2i c3i .
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We are therefore led to the equality of Sψ withÿ
a,b3,c2,c3PI nK
(4.5),(4.6),(4.7)
˜
nź
i“1
fpaib3i q
¸ ÿ
ps,tqPM˚pPd,Xq
ps,tqPDψpX;pNaic2i c3i qni“1q
aib
3
i c
2
i c
3
i |Fips,tq @i
nź
i“1
ˆ
Gips, tq
aic
2
i c
3
i
˙
.
For any pair ps, tq in the inner sum we have tOK ` di “ OK , since if p | tOK ` di then p ∤W
and hence p ∤ Fip1, 0q. This implies that p | s and thus p | sOK`tOK “ r |W, a contradiction.
Hence, letting λi :“ st´1 mod di we obtain the congruence s ” λit mod di. Note that each
Gi has even degree and thereforeˆ
Gips, tq
aic
2
i c
3
i
˙
“
ˆ
Gipλi, 1q
aic
2
i c
3
i
˙
,
an equality which can be exploited to transform Sψ intoÿ
a,b3,c2,c3PI nK
(4.5),(4.6),(4.7)
˜
nź
i“1
fpaib3i q
¸ ÿ
λi mod di @i
di|Fipλi,1q
nź
i“1
ˆ
Gipλi, 1q
aic
2
i c
3
i
˙ ÿ
ps,tqPM˚pPd,Xq
ps,tqPDψpX;pNaic2i c3i qni“1q
s”λit mod di @i
1.
Since the di are relatively prime in pairs, we may combine the congruences under the innermost
sum to a single congruence of the form s ” λt mod d1 and our lemma is furnished upon
tautologically reformulating the innermost sum. 
4.2. Application of lattice point counting. Let us define the multiplicative function on
IK ,
ηpaq :“ µKpaq
Na
ź
p|a
ˆ
1` 1
Np
˙´1
,
which is supported on square-free ideals and satisfies |ηppq| ă 1{Np for all prime ideals p. We
use the symbols di, d
1, λ with the same meaning as in Lemma 4.1. For any ψ P t0, 1un, let
Mψ :“
ÿ
a,b3,c2,c3PI n
K
(4.5),(4.6),(4.7)
ωψpX; pNaic2i c3i qni“1q
nź
i“1
¨˚
˚˝fpaib3i q1ηpaib3i c3i q
Naib
3
i c
2
i c
3
i
ÿ
λi mod di
di|Fipλi,1q
ˆ
Gipλi, 1q
aic
2
i c
3
i
˙‹˛‹‚.
Lemma 4.2. Let Y :“śni“1 Yi. Then, for all ε ą 0, we haveÿ
ps,tqPM˚pPd,Xq
rpF, f,P; s, tq “ cK
NpdWq2
ź
p|dWr´1
ˆ
1´ 1
Np2
˙´1 ÿ
ψPt0,1un
Mψ `OεpX2´1{p4mq`εq.
Here, cK is a positive constant depending only on K and the implied constant in the error
term depends only on K, r,D ,W,F, f, ε.
Proof. Recall that C “ tr1, . . . , rhu is a fixed system of integral representatives of the class
group of K. By possibly modifying W0, we may assume that r1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rh |W.
Since D Ď K28 “ R2m is a cartesian product of balls in K2v “ R2mv , it is clear that
the sets DψpX;vq Ď R2m, for X ą 0 and v P Rn are fibres of a definable family with
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parameters pX,v,ψq P R1`2n in the o-minimal structure Ralg of semialgebraic sets. Moreover,
DψpX;vq Ď X1{mD , which is contained in a zero-centered ball of radius Î X1{m.
Injecting the estimate of Lemma 2.3 into Lemma 4.1 yields the desired main term. The
sum over the error terms in Lemma 2.3 can be bounded by Î E0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Em´1, where, for
0 ď j ď m´ 1,
Ej :“
ÿ
a,b3,c2,c3PI nK
Naib
3
i ďYi
Naic
2
i c
3
i ď
?
Yi
aib
3
i c
2
i c
3
i `W“OK
b3i `aic2i c3i “OK
nź
i“1
1
Naib
3
i
ÿ
λi mod di @i
di|Fipλi,1q
X1`j{m`ε
min1ďqďhtλp1qprq, rqd1, λqmλpm`1qprq, rqd1, λqju
.
Let us bound Ej. The Chinese remainder theorem allows us to separate the sum over
λi mod di into a sum over λi mod aic
2
i c
3
i and a sum over λi mod b
3
i . Write d
2 :“śni“1 aic2i c3i
and let λ1 ” λi mod aic2i c3i for all i. Since Λprq, rqd1, λq Ă Λprq, rqd2, λ1q, we obtain
λpiqprq, rqd1, λq ě λpiqprq, rqd2, λ1q
for all 1 ď i ď 2m. This allows us to sum over b3, obtaining the estimate
Ej Î
ÿ
a,c2,c3PI n
K
Naic
2
i c
3
i ď
?
Yi
aic
2
i c
3
i `W“OK
nź
i“1
1
Nai
ÿ
λi mod aic2i c
3
i @i
aicic
3
i |Fipλi,1q
X1`j{m`ε
min1ďqďhtλp1qprq, rqd2, λ1qmλpm`1qprq, rqd2, λ1qju
. (4.8)
Each first successive minimum λp1qprq, rqd2, λ1q is attained by a point v “ pv1, v2q in the lattice
Λprq, rqd2, λ1q Ď O2K Ă K28, of euclidean norm bounded by
‖v‖ Î Nd21{p2mq Î Y 1{p4mq,
due to Lemma 2.1. Let
Ejpvq :“
hÿ
q“1
ÿ
a,c2,c3PI nK
Naic
2
i c
3
i ď
?
Yi
aic
2
i c
3
i `W“OK
nź
i“1
1
Nai
ÿ
λi mod aic
2
i c
3
i @i
aic
2
i c
3
i |Fipλi,1q
vPΛprq ,rqd2,λ1q
‖v‖“λp1qprq ,rqd2,λ1q
1
‖v‖m λpm`1qprq, rqd2, λ1qj
.
Sorting the expression in (4.8) by the first successive minimum, we see that
Ej Î
ÿ
vPO2Krt0u
‖v‖ÎY 1{p4mq
X1`j{m`εEjpvq.
For v P O2K to be an element of the lattice Λprq, rqd2, λ1q, it is necessary that v1 ” λ1v2 mod d2,
so in particular v1 ” λiv2 mod aic2i c3i and hence aic2i c3i | Fipvq. This allows us to conclude
that
Ejpvq Î
śn
i“1NpFipvqqε
‖v‖m`j
Î X
ε
‖v‖m`j
,
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whenever Fipvq ‰ 0 holds for all 1 ď i ď n. The sum of Ejpvq over all such v is
Î X1`j{m`ε
ÿ
vPO2
K
rt0u
‖v‖ÎY 1{p4mq
1
‖v‖m`j
Î X1`j{m`εY 1{2p1´pm`jq{p2mqq Î X1`j{m`εY 1{4´j{p4mq.
Recalling our assumption that cpFq ď 3 and the fact that Y Î XcpFq, we see that this error
term does not exceed
X2´1{4`j{p4mq`ε ď X2´1{p4mq`ε.
It remains to bound the sum over those v for which Fkpvq “ 0 for some 1 ď k ď n. Since
Fkps, tq is irreducible, this necessarily implies that Fkps, tq is linear and since the forms Fips, tq
are pairwise coprime, we conclude that Fipvq ‰ 0 for all i ‰ k. This allows us to bound the
number of ai, c
2
i , c
3
i , λi, for i ‰ k, as before by
ś
i‰kNpFipvqqε Î Xε. Writing temporarily
Fkps, tq “ as´ bt,
with a ‰ 0 and a |W0 |W, we see that the equality Fkpλk, 1q ” 0 mod akc2kc3k is equivalent to
λk “ a´1b mod akc2kc3k . Moreover, Λprq, rqd2, λ1q Ď Λprq, rqakc2kc3k , λkq. We may thus bound
Ejpvq Î
hÿ
q“1
ÿ
ak,c
2
k
,c3
k
PIK
Nakc
2
k
c3
k
Î?X
akc
2
k
c3
k
`W“OK
Xε
‖v‖m λpm`1qprq, rqakc2kc3k , λkqj
.
Let α1, . . . , αm be Z-linearly independent elements of rq with ‖αi‖ — λpiqprqq — 1 and let
β1, . . . , βm be Z-linearly independent in rqakc
2
kc
3
k with ‖βi‖ — λpiqprqakc2kc3k q — Npakc2kc3k q1{m.
To estimate the successive minima, we used Minkowski’s second theorem and the fact that
λp1qpaq Ï Na1{m holds for any a P IK (see, e.g. [MV07a, Lemma 5] or [Fre13, Lemma 5.1]).
This provides us with the linearly independent lattice pointsˆ
bα1
aα1
˙
, . . . ,
ˆ
bαm
aαm
˙
,
ˆ
β1
1
˙
, . . . ,
ˆ
βm
1
˙
P Λprq, rqakc2kc3k , λkq.
The first m of these have norm — 1, whereas the latter m ones have norm — Npakc2kc3k q1{m, so
the product of their norms is — Npakc2kc3k q — detΛprq, rqakc2kc3k , λkq. Using again Minkowski’s
second theorem, this shows that the successive minima of Λprq, rqakc2kc3k , λkq satisfy
λp1qprq, rqakc2kc3k , λkq, . . . , λpmqprq, rqakc2kc3k , λkq — 1,
λpm`1qprq, rqakc2kc3k , λkq, . . . , λp2mqprq, rqakc2kc3k , λkq — Npakc2kc3k q1{m.
As a result, we obtain the bound
Ejpvq Î
ÿ
ak,c
2
k
,c3
k
PIK
Nakc
2
k
c3
k
Î?X
Xε
‖v‖mNpakc2kc3k qj{m
.
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In addition, we observe that any v “ pv1, v2q P O2K with Fkpvq “ 0 is uniquely determined by
v2. Consequently,ÿ
vPO2Krt0u
‖v‖ÎY 1{p4mq
Fkpvq“0
X1`j{m`εEjpvq Î X1`j{m`ε
ÿ
v2POKrt0u
‖v2‖ÎY 1{p4mq
1
‖v2‖
m
ÿ
ak,c
2
k
,c3
k
PIK
Nakc
2
k
c3
k
Î?X
1
Npakc2kc3k qj{m
Î X1`j{m`εplog Y qmX1{2p1´j{mq`ε Î X3{2`j{p2mq`ε Î X2´1{p2mq`ε.

4.3. Controlling the main term. Let ρipaq :“ ρpFi,Giqpaq, as defined prior to Lemma 2.6
and moreover recall (3.4).
Lemma 4.3. The arithmetic factor in the definition of Mψ decomposes as follows:ÿ
λi mod di
di|Fipλi,1q
ˆ
Gipλi, 1q
aic
2
i c
3
i
˙
“ ρipaic2i qτFipb3i qρipc3i q.
Proof. Recall that we set di “ aibic2i c3i , and that the ideals aic2i , b3i , c3i are coprime in pairs
due to (4.5),(4.6) and (4.7). The Chinese remainder theorem, jointly with multiplicativity
properties of the Jacobi symbol, yieldsÿ
λi mod di
di|Fipλi,1q
ˆ
Gipλi, 1q
aic
2
i c
3
i
˙
“
ÿ
λ1i mod aic
2
i
aic
2
i |Fipλ1i,1q
ˆ
Gipλ1i, 1q
aic
2
i
˙ ÿ
λ2i mod b
3
i
b3i |Fipλ2i ,1q
1
ÿ
λ3i mod c
3
i
c3i |Fipλ3i ,1q
ˆ
Gipλ3i , 1q
c3i
˙
.

Letting B :“ dWśnj“1 ajc3j , we define Mpa, c2, c3q asÿ
b3
1
PIK
Nb3
1
ăY1{Na1
b3
1
`B“OK
1ηpb31 qfpb31 qτF1pb31 q
Nb31
ÿ
b3
2
PIK
Nb3
2
ăY2{Na2
b3
2
`Bb3
1
“OK
1ηpb32 qfpb32 qτF2pb32 q
Nb32
. . .
ÿ
b3nPIK
Nb3năYn{Nan
b3n`B
ś
jăn b
3
j “OK
1ηpb3n qfpb3n qτFnpb3n q
Nb3n
,
a definition that makes the succeeding equality valid,
Mψ “
ÿ
a,c2,c3PI nK
(4.5),(4.7)
ωψpX; pNaic2i c3i qni“1qqMpa, c2, c3q
nź
i“1
fpaiq1ηpaic3i qρipaic2i qρipc3i q
Naic
2
i c
3
i
. (4.9)
Let us bring into play the multiplicative function γ, supported on square-free ideals, by
letting γppq :“ 0 for p |W and in the remaining case, p ∤W, we define
γppq :“ ´1`
˜
1` p1` ηppqqfppq
Np
nÿ
i“1
τFippq
¸´1
.
Including enough small prime ideals in the factorization of W0, we can ensure that 1γ P UK .
Lemma 4.4. Let γ0 :“
ś
p∤Wp1`γppqq´1 and suppose that Nai ď Yi for all 1 ď i ď n. Then
Mpa, c2, c3q “ γ01γpdq
nź
i“1
1γpaiq1γpc3i q `Oε
ˆ
Xε max
i“1,...,n
"
Nai
Yi
*˙
.
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The implied constant is independent of a, c2, c3, d, and X.
Proof. The bound bestowed upon f by (1.3) shows that each sum over b3i in Mpa, c2, c3q
forms an absolutely convergent series. We may complete the summation step-by-step for
i “ n, n´ 1, . . . , 1. The bounds
1ηpb3i q, |Nb3i fpb3i q|, τFipb3i q Îε Nb3εi and
ÿ
NbiąYi{Nai
Nbεi
Nb2i
Î XεNai
Yi
reveal that the error introduced by this process is Îε Xεmax tNai{Yi : i “ 1, . . . , nu, thus
acquiring the main termÿ
b3
1
PIK
b3
1
`B“OK
1ηpb31 qfpb31 qτF1pb31 q
Nb31
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
b3nPIK
b3n`B
ś
jăn b
3
j “OK
1ηpb3n qfpb3nqτFnpb3n q
Nb3n
.
Grouping all n-tuples b3 according to the value of b :“śni“1 b3i and letting
gpbq :“ 1ηpbq
ÿ
b3PI n
K
b“b3
1
...b3n
b3i `b3j “OK @i‰j
nź
i“1
fpb3i qτFipb3i q,
the main term becomes ÿ
bPIK
b`B“OK
gpbq
Nb
“
ź
p∤B
ˆ
1` gppq
Np
˙
“
ź
p∤B
p1` γppqq´1.
Here, we used the observation that 1` γppq “
´
1` gppq
Np
¯´1
holds for all p ∤W. 
We may now plant Lemma 4.4 into (4.9) to show that Mψ equals
γ01γpdq
ÿ
a,c2,c3PI n
K
(4.5),(4.7)
ωψpX; pNaic2i c3i qni“1qq
nź
i“1
fpaiq1ηpaic3i qρipaic2i qρipc3i q1γpaiq1γpc3i q
Naic
2
i c
3
i
up to an error of size
Îε Xε
ÿ
a,c2,c3PI nK
(4.5),(4.7)
ωψpX; pNaic2i c3i qni“1qq
˜
nź
i“1
|fpaiq|1ηpaic3i qρipaic2i qρipc3i q
Naic
2
i c
3
i
¸
max
1ďiďn
"
Nai
Yi
*
.
Using the inequalities Yi Ï X, maxt1ηpaq, ρipaq, fpaqNau Îε Naε,
max
1ďiďn
tNaiu ď
nź
i“1
Nai, and ωψpX; pNaic2i c3i qni“1qq ď volpX1{mDq Î X2,
we find that the sum in the error term is
Îε X1`ε
ÿ
a,c2,c3PI n
K
Naic
2
i c
3
i ď
?
Yi
nź
i“1
1
Naic
2
i c
3
i
Îε X1`ε.
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To analyze the main term further, we define on IK the multiplicative functions
gipciq :“
ÿ
ai,c
2
i ,c
3
i PIK
aic
2
i c
3
i “ci
c2i Pxaiy
ai`c3i “OK
fpaiq1ηpaic3i qρipaic2i qρipc3i q1γpaic3i q,
which satisfy, for prime ideals p and positive integers k,
gippkq “
ÿ
α,β,γPZě0
α`β`γ“k
βą0ñαą0
αγ“0
fppαq1ηppα`γqρippα`βqρippγq1γppα`γq.
Since f is supported on square-free ideals the only candidate values for pα, β, γq are p0, 0, kq
and p1, k ´ 1, 0q. Let us mention that the group structure of UK provides us with a function
δ fulfilling 1f ¨1η ¨1γ “ 1δ. We are therefore afforded with the equality gippkq “ ρippkq1δppkq,
which, upon introducing
gpcq :“
nź
i“1
gipciq
Nci
¨
#
1 if ci ` cj “ OK @i ‰ j
0 otherwise,
, (4.10)
makes the ensuing estimate available,
Mψ “ γ01γpdq
ÿ
cPI n
K
Nciă
?
Yi
ci`dW“OK
ωψpX;Ncqgpcq `OεpX1`εq.
4.4. Excluding small conjugates. For X,Z ą 0, w P Ω8 and a separable form F P
Kwrs, ts, let
BF,wpX;Zq :“
 ps, tq P K2w : |s|w , |t|w ď X1{m and |F ps, tq|w ď Z1{m(.
Lemma 4.5. We have
volBF,wpX;Zq ÎF
#
pXZqmw{m if 1 ď degF ă 3,
Z2mw{pmdegpF qq if degF ě 3.
Proof. First, let degF “ 1. The bound claimed in the lemma is obvious if F is proportional
to t. If F is not proportional to t, then the linear transformation L : K2w Ñ K2w given by
Lps, tq “ pF ps, tq, tq is an isomorphism and thus
volBF,wpX;Zq ÎF voltps, tq P K2w : |s|w ď Z1{m, |t|w Î X1{mu Î pXZqmw{m.
Next, let us consider the case where F is a quadratic form equivalent to s2 ´ t2 over Kw.
Then we can find an invertible linear transformation L : K2w Ñ K2w with F pLps, tqq “ st, and
hence
volBF,wpX;Zq ÎF voltps, tq P K2w : |s|w , |t|w ÎF X1{m, |st|w ď Z1{mu
ÎF Xmw{m ` Zmw{m logpXq Î pXZqmw{m.
If F is a quadratic form equivalent to s2 ` t2 over Kw “ R, then we get
volBF,wpX;Zq ÎF voltps, tq P R2 : s2 ` t2 ď Z1{mu Î Z1{m Î pXZqmw{m.
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It remains to consider the case where degF ě 3. In this case, F is the product of at least
three non-proportional linear factors in C and therefore
Vw,F :“ vol
 ps, tq P K2w : |F ps, tq|w ď 1( ă 8.
We procure the validity of
volBF,wpX;Zq Î volpZ1{pmdegpF qqVw,F q ÎF Z2mw{pmdegpF qq.

For any non-constant separable form F P Kwrs, ts, let
D
ă
F,wpXq :“ tps, tq P X1{mD : |F psw, twq|w ă 1u.
Using Lemma 4.5 validates the next estimate
volDăF,wpXq ÎD X2´2mw{m ¨ volBF,wpX, 1q ÎF X2´2mw{m ¨Xmw{m,
thus providing the proof of the next lemma.
Lemma 4.6. For X ě 1 we have volDăF,wpXq ÎD,F X2´mw{m.
For every w P Ω8 we choose a finite set Hw of forms in Kwrs, ts, whose absolute values we
want to prevent from becoming too small. For all w P Ω8, the set Hw contains s, t, and the
forms Fi for 1 ď i ď n. Additionally, for each form Fi that is of degree 2 and reducible over
Kw, we choose a factorization Fi “ Gi,wHi,w and also include Gi,w,Hi,w in Hw.
Recall the definition of DψpX;vq in (4.2). For ψ P t0, 1un and v P Rn, let
D
˚
ψpX;vq :“ tps, tq P DψpX;vq : |Hwpsw, twq|w ě 1 @w P Ω8, @Hw P Hwu
and
ω˚ψpX;vq :“ volD˚ψpX;vq. (4.11)
We obtain that
|ωψpX;vq ´ ω˚ψpX;vq| ď
ÿ
wPΩ8
ÿ
HwPHw
volDăHw ,wpXq
and thus
ωψpX;vq “ ω˚ψpX;vq `OpX2´1{mq.
We can now bring into play the entity
Mψ :“
ÿ
cPI nK
Nciă
?
Yi
ci`dW“OK
ω˚ψpX;Ncqgpcq, (4.12)
something which instantly permits us to infer the asymptotic relationship
Mψ “ γ01γpdqMψ `OεpX2´1{m`εq. (4.13)
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4.5. Volume computations. In this section we provide estimates of the correct order of
magnitude regarding the volumes ω˚ψpX;vq appearing in Mψ. The assumption cpFq ď 3 will
not be used. Let us write di :“ degFi for 1 ď i ď n and consider, for q P N and T ą 0, the
real integral
IqpT q :“
ż
x1,...,xqě1
x1¨¨¨xqăT
1 dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxq.
One can show that in the range T ě 1 the equality
IqpT q “ p´1qq `
qÿ
j“1
p´1qq´j
pj ´ 1q! T plog T q
j´1
holds via induction coupled with Iq`1pT q “
şT
1 IqpT {xqdx, thus furnishing the succeeding
result.
Lemma 4.7. There is a polynomial PqpT q P QrT s of degree q´ 1 and with leading coefficient
1{pq ´ 1q! such that for T ě 1 one has IqpT q “ TPqplog T q ` p´1qq.
For Z ě 1 and 1 ď i ď n with degFips, tq ě 3 we let
D
˚
i pZq :“ tps, tq P K28 : |Fipsw, twq|w ě 1 for all w P Ω8 an NpFips, tqq ă Zu
and
D
˚
s pZq :“ ts P K8 : |sw|w ě 1 for all w P Ω8 and Npsq ă Zu.
Letting Ω1 Ď Ω8 be a set of real places, we write Ω2 :“ Ω8 r Ω1 and subsequently define
D˚Ω1,Ω2pZq through$’’’&’’’%ppsw, twqwPΩ1 , pswqwPΩ2q P
ź
wPΩ1
K2w ˆ
ź
wPΩ2
Kw :
ˇˇ
s2w ` t2w
ˇˇ
w
ě 1 for all w P Ω1,
|sw|w ě 1 for all w P Ω2,ź
wPΩ1
ˇˇ
s2w ` t2w
ˇˇmw
w
¨
ź
wPΩ2
|sw|mw ă Z
,///.///- .
Lemma 4.8. Let q :“ |Ω8|. There are positive constants ci, cs, cΩ1,Ω2, such that
volD˚s pZq “ csIqpZq,
volD˚i pZq “ ciIqpZ2{diq,
volD˚Ω1,Ω2pZq “ cΩ1,Ω2IqpZq.
Proof. Let C “śvPΩ8pav , bvs Ď r0,8qΩ8 , Vw,i :“ voltps, tq P K2w : |Fips, tq|w ď 1uă8 and
consider the measurable functions
Φi : K
2
8 Ñ r0,8qΩ8 , ps, tq ÞÑ p|Fipsw, twq|2mw{diw qwPΩ8 ,
Φs : K8 Ñ r0,8qΩ8 , s ÞÑ p|sw|mww qwPΩ8 ,
ΦΩ1,Ω2 :
ź
wPΩ1
K2w ¨
ź
wPΩ2
Kw Ñ r0,8qΩ8 , ppsw, twqw, pswqwq ÞÑ pp
ˇˇ
s2 ` t2ˇˇmw
w
qwPΩ1 , p|s|mww qwPΩ2q.
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By homogeneity we see that vol Φ´1i pCq equalsź
wPΩ8
voltpsw, twq P K2w : aw ă |Fipsw, twq|2mw{div ď bwu
“
ź
wPΩ8
Vw,ipbw ´ awq “
˜ ź
wPΩ8
Vw,i
¸
¨ volC.
In like manner, letting Vw,s :“ volts P Kw : |s|w ď 1u ă 8 and
Vw,s2`t2 :“ voltps, tq P K2w :
ˇˇ
s2 ` t2 ˇˇ
w
ď 1u,
we observe that Vw,s2`t2 is finite if w is a real place and
vol Φ´1s pCq “
˜ ź
wPΩ8
Vw,s
¸
¨ volC,
vol Φ´1Ω1,Ω2pCq “
˜ź
wPΩ1
Vw,s2`t2 ¨
ź
wPΩ2
Vw,s
¸
¨ volC.
This shows that the pushforward measures Φi,˚pvolq, Φs,˚pvolq, ΦΩ1,Ω2,˚pvolq are constant
multiples of the Lebesgue measure on r0,8qΩ8 . Let H pT q be given by pxwqwPΩ8 : xw ě 1 for all w and ź
wPΩ8
xw ă T
(
.
Then volH pT q “ IqpT q, D˚i pZq “ Φ´1i pH pZ2{diqq, Ds˚ pZq “ Φ´1s pH pZqq, as well as
D˚Ω1,Ω2pZq “ Φ´1Ω1,Ω2pH pZqq, from which the lemma flows immediately. 
For 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď Z1 ď Z2 and X ě 1 let
RipX;Z1, Z2q :“
#
ps, tq P X1{mD : |Hwpsw, twq|w ě 1 @w P Ω8 @Hw P Hw
Z1 ď NpFips, tqq ă Z2
+
.
Lemma 4.9. Denoting |Ω8| by q we have
volRipX;Z1, Z2q Î
#
XpIqpZ2q ´ IqpZ1qq if di “ 1
IqpZ2{di2 q ´ IqpZ2{di1 q if di ě 3.
If di “ 2, let Ω1 be the set of real w P Ω8 for which Fi is irreducible over Kw and define
Ω2 :“ Ω8 r Ω1. Then volRipX;Z1, Z2q is bounded by
Î
ż
twPKw @wPΩ2
|tw|wě1 @wPΩ2
˜
IqpZ2
ź
wPΩ2
|tw|´mww q ´ IqpZ1
ź
wPΩ2
|tw|´mww q
¸ ź
wPΩ2
dtw.
Proof. We deploy Lemma 4.8 throughout the proof. Assume first that di ě 3. Then
volRipX;Z1, Z2q Î volpD˚i pZ2qrD˚i pZ1qq “ cipIqpZ2{di2 q ´ IqpZ2{di1 qq.
Next, assume that di “ 1. Since Fi is not proportional to t, the linear transformation
L : K2 Ñ K2 given by Lps, tq “ pFips, tq, tq is invertible and provides us with the estimate
volRipX;Z1, Z2q Î voltps, tq P K28 : |sw|w ě 1, |tw|w Î X1{m @w and Z1 ă Npsq ď Z2u
Î X volpD˚s pZ2qrD˚s pZ1qq Î XpIqpZ2q ´ IqpZ1qq.
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We are left with the case di “ 2. For each w P Ω1, there is a linear transformation
Lw : K
2
w Ñ K2w such that FipLwps, tqq “ s2 ` t2. For w P Ω2, we have Fi “ Gi,wHi,w for
linear forms Gi,w,Hi,w P Hw. The linear map K2w Ñ K2w, ps, tq ÞÑ pGi,wps, tq,Hi,wps, tqq has
an inverse Lw because Fi is separable. We combine all these linear maps to an invertible
R-linear map L “ pLwqwPΩ8 : K28 Ñ K28, which we apply to obtain
volRipX;Z1, Z2q Î vol
$’’’&’’’%ps, tq P K
2
8 :
ˇˇ
s2w ` t2w
ˇˇ
w
ě 1 for all w P Ω1
|sw|w , |tw|w ě 1 for all w P Ω2
Z1 ă
ź
wPΩ1
ˇˇ
s2w ` t2w
ˇˇmw
w
ź
wPΩ2
|swtw|mww ď Z2
,///.///-
“
ż
twPKw @wPΩ2
|tw|wě1 @wPΩ2
vol
˜
D
˚
Ω1,Ω2pZ2
ź
wPΩ2
|tw|´mww qrD˚Ω1,Ω2pZ1
ź
wPΩ2
|tw|´mww q
¸ ź
wPΩ2
dtw.

Lemma 4.10. For each ψ P t0, 1un we have
ω˚ψpX; p1, . . . , 1qq “ X2 volpDq `OεpX2´1{m `X3{2`εq.
Proof. Let us begin by observing that
|X2 volpDq ´ ω˚ψpX; p1, . . . , 1qq| Î
ÿ
wPΩ8
ÿ
HwPHw
volDăHw,wpXq `
nÿ
i“1
volRipX; 1,
a
YiNWiq
Î X2´1{m `
nÿ
i“1
volRipX; 1,
a
YiNWiq.
We now use Lemma 4.9 and Lemma 4.7 to estimate the volRipX; 1,
?
YiNWiq. If di “ 1,
then volRipX; 1,
?
YiNWiq Î X
?
Yi
1`ε Î X3{2`ε, while, if di ě 3, we acquire
volRipX; 1,
a
YiNWiq Î Y 1{di`εi Î X1`ε.
In the remaining case, di “ 2, we get
volRipX; 1,
a
YiNWiq Î
ż
twPKw @wPΩ2
1ď|tw|wÎ
?
Yi @wPΩ2
?
Yi
1`εś
wPΩ2 |tw|mww
ź
wPΩ2
dtw Î
a
Yi
1`ε Î X1`ε.

For a function ω : Rn Ñ R and 1 ď i ď n, we write ∆iωpvq :“ ωpv ` eiq ´ ωpvq, where ei
is the i-th vector in the standard basis of Rn.
Lemma 4.11. Let ψ P t0, 1un, 1 ď i ď n and v P Rn be given such that vj P r0,8q for all
j ‰ i. Then ω˚ψpX;vq, considered as a function of vi, is non-increasing and satisfies
∆iω
˚
ψpX;vq Î X1`ε
$&% X
1
2 if di “ 1,
v
2
di
´1
i otherwise,
(4.14)
in the interval 1 ď vi ď
?
Yi, with the implied constant independent of v and X.
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Proof. Monotonicity is obvious. Let us prove the estimate (4.14). If ψi “ 0, then ω˚ψpX;vq
is constant in vi. Let ψi “ 1, then
|ω˚ψpX;v ` eiq ´ ω˚ψpX;vq| Î RipX;
a
YiNWivi,
a
YiNWipvi ` 1qq.
Using Lemma 4.9 and the mean value theorem to bound the latter quantity, we obtain in the
case di “ 1 that, for some v˜i P rvi, vi ` 1s,
∆iω
˚
ψpX;vq Î
B
BV pXIqp
a
YiNWiV qq|V“v˜i Î X
a
Yi
B
BV
´
V Pqplogp
a
YiNWiV qq
¯
|V“v˜i
Î X3{2`ε.
When di ě 3, we get
∆iω
˚
ψpX;vq Î
B
BV Iqpp
a
YiNWiV q2{diq|V“v˜i Î Y 1{dii
B
BV V
2{diPqp2{di logp
a
YiNWiV qq|V“v˜i
Î X1`εi v˜2{di´1i .
When di “ 2, the quantity ∆iω˚ψpX;vq is
Î
ż
twPKw @wPΩ2
|tw|wě1 @wPΩ2
Iqp
a
YiNWipvi ` 1q
ź
wPΩ2
|tw|´mww q ´ Iqp
a
YiNWivi
ź
wPΩ2
|tw|´mww q
ź
wPΩ2
dtw.
The integrand is zero, unless
ś
wPΩ2 |tw|mww ď
?
YiNWipvi ` 1q. In that case, the mean value
theorem allows us to find for any ptwqw a number v˜i P pvi, vi ` 1q, such that the integrand is
B
BV
˜
Iqp
a
YiNWiV
ź
wPΩ2
|tw|´mww q
¸ ˇˇ
V“v˜i
“ BBV
˜a
YiNWiV
ź
wPΩ2
|tw|´mww Pqplogp
a
YiNWiV
ź
wPΩ2
|tw|´mww qq
¸ ˇˇ
V“v˜i
Î
a
YiX
ε
ź
wPΩ2
|tw|´mww Î X1`ε
ź
wPΩ2
|tw|´mww .
This shows that ∆iω
˚
ψpX;vq Î X1`ε, which concludes our proof. 
4.6. The ending moves towards Theorem 1.2. We are now ready to estimate the sum
Mψ that was introduced in (4.12).
Lemma 4.12. Let δ :“ max1ďiďnt4 ` 8m degFiu. For any 0 ď i ď n, there are functions
γpiq, δpiq1 , . . . , δ
piq
i P ZK , and a positive constant µpiq, such that
Mψ “ µpiq1γpiqpdq
ÿ
Nc1ď
?
Y1
c1`dW“OK
ρ1pc1q1δpiq
1
pc1q
Nc1
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
Nciď
?
Yi
ci`c1¨¨¨ci´1dW“OK
ρipciq1δpiqi pciq
Nci
ω˚ψpX; pNc1, . . . ,Nci, 1, . . . , 1qq
`OεpNdεX2´1{δ`εq. (4.15)
Proof. For i “ n our lemma holds with vanishing error term by the definition of g in (4.10).
We proceed by backward induction from i to i ´ 1. Lemma 2.5 provides the existence of
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βpiq ą 0 and γ1piq P ZK such that, for all U ě 1,ÿ
NciďU
ci`c1¨¨¨ci´1dW“OK
ρipciq1δpiqi pciq
Nci
“ βpiq1γ1piqpc1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ci´1dq `OεpNpc1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ci´1dqεU´1{p2λq`εq, (4.16)
where λ “ 1 ` 2m deg Fi. Indeed, the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5 are satisfied by Lemma 2.6
and Hensel’s lemma, once we ensure that W0, and hence W, is divisible by enough small
prime ideals.
We write ωpθq :“ ω˚ψpX; pNc1, . . . ,Nci´1, θ, 1, . . . , 1qq. Assume first that degFi “ 1. In
this case, the bounds (4.14) and (4.16) allow us to apply Lemma 2.7 with A “ 1{p2λq, B “ 0,
M Îε Npc1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ci´1dqεXε and Q Îε X3{2`ε,
thus leading to ÿ
Nciď
?
Yi
ci`c1¨¨¨ci´1dW“OK
ρipciq1δpiqi pciq
Nci
ωpNciq “ βpiq1γpiq1 pc1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ci´1dqωp1q
`Oε
´
Npc1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ci´1dqεX2´1{p4λq`ε
¯
. (4.17)
If degFi ě 2, we use Lemma 2.7 with the same bounds for M,A and
Q Îε X1`ε, B “ 1´ 2{pdeg Fiq
to obtain an estimate identical to (4.17). Injecting this in (4.15) proves our claim for i´1. 
The case i “ 0 of the last lemma shows that Mψ “ µp0q1γp0qpdq volDX2`OpNdεX2´1{δ`εq.
Conjuring up (4.13) and Lemma 4.2 completes the undertaking of validating Theorem 1.2.
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